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Abstract 

Nowadays, the network transmission and video encryption areas have urgently needed 

high-speed encryption systems for SM4 algorithm. To speed up the SM4 system in small 

area, three aspects in existing system is analyzed and optimized. Firstly, aiming at the 

prior encryption must wait long until completing all 32 rounds key expansion, a method 

is proposed for outputting round key in each key expansion to accelerate encryption 

response. Secondly, considering most user passwords are unchanged, we adopt 

additional memory for comparing old and new keys, so that key expansion can be 

cancelled sometimes. Thirdly, the paper analyses the relationship between key expansion 

and encryption/decryption algorithm in SM4. Using module reused technology, the 

designed key expansion module can also encrypt and decrypt, and the designed another 

two modules can both encrypt and decrypt. Therefore, the system can achieve three tasks’ 

synchronous encryption/decryption, which greatly improves the system's processing 

speed. This paper presents a hardware design scheme for the high-speed system. At last, 

the optimized design is realized in FPGA. The experimental results show that the design 

is feasible, and the SM4 encryption speed can increase fourfold. 
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1. Introduction 

March 2012, Chinese National Security Agency formally promulgated commercial 

password SM1, SM2, SM3, SM4 and a series of industry standards. Wherein, SM4 is 

mainly applied to the wireless local area network [1]. The next decade, mobile 

communications, wireless LAN, finance, defense, e-commerce, video encryption, and 

other fields will require nearly 100 million SM4 encryption systems. SM4 algorithm 

provides excellent security. But because high computational complexity, it takes too long 

time for running an encryption or decryption. However, the network transmission, video 

encryption and other occasions all call for faster data transmission speed. To achieve real-

time encryption or decryption for high-speed data flow, developing a rapid and low-cost 

hardware accelerator has become a key problem in recent SM4 system design. 

Whole pipeline is adopted in existing high-speed SM4 system [2], which results in 32 

times system area increase. So it can‟t be applied to the embedded systems that need 

small area and low cost. To reduce the size and redundancy, some SM4 systems [3,4] 

combine their key expansion module, encryption module and decryption module. But 

because their key expansion and data encryption / decryption can‟t synchronize, once 

encryption must cost total 64 iterations with 32 key expansions and 32 encryptions. In 

some designs [3] a decryption operation needs even 96 iterations. This reduces the data 

processing speed seriously, and it‟s very uncomfortable for the occasions with high-speed 

requirement. 

In traditional SM4 systems, key expansion module, encryption module and decryption 

module are divided, and the encryption module usually doesn‟t start until all the 32 round 

keys are generated. Obviously, this can not meet the high-speed field‟s requirements. 
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Meanwhile, the same user‟s password is fixed most of the time, and the same round key 

can be continuously used for encrypting / decrypting multiple sets of data. But the 

traditional design still needs extra key expansion, which will not only reduce the 

processing speed, but also bring some unnecessary dynamic power. What is more, 

because one group of processed data is often far more than 128 bits, in most cases there 

will be continuous encryption or decryption tasks. So that encryption module will run 

continuously with decryption module long-term idle, and vice versa. All of these have 

reduced the system‟s utilization and affected the operation speed seriously. 

For the deficiencies of existing designs, this paper presents a structure and its 

operation method, which can achieve high speed SM4 encryption in limited area. 

 

2. SM4 Algorithm 

SM4 is a block cipher algorithm. The lengths of the data and keys are both 128 bits, 

which are divided into four sets of 32-bit data for operations. In order to achieve high 

security of the cipher, key expansion and encryption/decryption processing must go 

through 32 rounds nonlinear iteration [1]. 

In encrypting, plaintext is firstly divided into four groups of 32-bit data named X0, X1, 

X2 and X3. This four plaintexts and the first round key named rk0 are transformed by F 

conversion as below. 

 

X4=F (X0, X1, X2, X3, rk0)                                                                                       (1) 

According to the formula (1), the X4 is generated. The F transform is a round of 

iteration. If the XOR for 32-bit data is indicated by "⊕", and the i bits ring shift left for 

32-bit data is represented by "<<<i", thus we have the formula as below. 

 

Xi+4=F(Xi, Xi+1, Xi+2, Xi+3, rki)=Xi⊕L(τ(Xi+1⊕X i+2⊕X i+3⊕rk i))          (2) 

Wherein, τ transform is comprised by the four S-box lookup table, and L transform is 

as the following equation. 

 

L(B)=B⊕(B<<<2)⊕(B<<<10)⊕(B<<<18)⊕(B<<<24)                                                (3) 

After operating formula (2) for 32 times, the data of the last four rounds is finally 

output in reverse order, that is the 128-bit cipher text. 

The decryption algorithms is similar to the encryption algorithm, except that the using 

order of round keys is in the opposite 

The key expansion algorithm is analogous to encryption algorithm. In fact, the only 

different is the L transform in encryption algorithm as formula (3) should be changed into 

the L' transform in key expansion, which is expressed with the formula (4) as below. 

 

L'(B)=B⊕(B<<<13))⊕(B<<<23)                                                                          (4) 

So in this paper, the authors refer once complete conversion in key expansion to F' 

transform. At first in key expansion, the cipher key named MK is divided into four sets of 

32-bit data named MK0, MK1, MK2 and MK3, which should be respectively done XOR 

with system parameters FK0-FK3. There is the formula as below. 

 

(K0, K1, K2, K3)=(MK0⊕FK0,MK1⊕FK1,MK2⊕FK2,MK3⊕FK3)                      (5) 

Secondly, K0, K1, K2, K3 and intrinsic parameters of CK0 are transformed by 

nonlinear iteration, generating the first round key called rk0. That is the following 

eqution. 

 

rk0=K4=F'(K0, K1, K2, K3, CK0)                                                                          (6) 
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Therefore we have the iteration equation as below. 

 

rki=Ki+4=F'(Ki, Ki+1, Ki+2,Ki+3,CKi)= Ki⊕L'(τ(Ki+1⊕Ki+2⊕Ki+3⊕CKi))         (7) 

And then, according to the formula (7), iteration operations are run 32 times to obtain 

the required 32 round keys. 

 

3. Design Scheme for High-speed SM4 Encryption System 
 

3.1. "Single cycle" in a Module and "Pipe Line" Inter Modules to Achieve a Small 

& High-Speed System 

To increase the processing speed, the system is usually designed with 32-level 

pipeline, which can complete all of the key expansions or encryptions in only one clock 

cycle. But the attendant is around 32 times area increase [4]. Because this design requires 

significantly improving the system speed in a limited area resource, so we abandon the 

pipeline scheme, and still adopt the single cycle structure for key expansion, encryption 

and decryption module. 

Analyzing the most current single-cycle systems, the key expansion part doesn‟t 

output 32 round keys to the encryption part until finishing all. This is bound to delay the 

start of encrypting. Researching SM4 encryption algorithm, i-th round key of encryption 

is also generated in i-th key expansion. In other words, the round keys which key 

expansion module just generated can be transported to the encryption module 

immediately.  That is to say, encryption and key expansion can run at the same time by 

flow computing. Thus, we design inter-module pipeline by outputting round key every 

round and it will reduce the response time of encrypting by 32 folds. 

 

3.2. Memory and Comparator to Save Additional Key Expansion 

The study found that the same user‟s password is not changed in many occasions. In 

this case, more unnecessary key expansions will not only bring additional dynamic power 

consumption, but also reduce the processing speed. Thus, the program uses a special 

storage for cipher key and round keys of both old and new. When receiving a new key, a 

comparison for old and new is added, thereby extra key expansion is avoided and the 

system effectiveness is enhanced. 

 

3.3. Module Reuse to Run Three Encrypting / Decrypting Tasks Synchronously 

By researching SM4 key extension and decryption algorithm, the differences are the L' 

or L conversion, and their input data. Adding several shift registers internally can 

implement dual system with L' and L transform [2], and adding some data selectors and 

distributors can achieve selection of input and output data. Therefore, the designed 

expansion module can both encrypt and decrypt information. Moreover, the designed 

control module can select sending data and determine the order of the round key. So the 

encryption module can also decrypt data, and vice versa. This makes it possible to 

achieve three tasks working at the same time, and system‟s operating speed can greatly 

improve. 

 

4. Hardware Design for SM4 System 
 

4.1. Design of Top-level Module 

According to the design scheme, the top module of this high-speed SM4 system is 

shown in Figure 1. As shown, the system consists of a control module, a data memory, 

three operation modules and four selectors/distributors. Among them, the operation 
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modules include the „key-expansion/encryption/decryption module‟, the 

„encryption/decryption module‟ and the „decryption/encryption module‟. And the 

selectors/distributors include „key-expansion/encryption selector‟, „round-key/result 

distributor‟, „data distributor‟ and „results selector‟. The control module is responsible for 

controlling the input and output data, the operation mode of each module and data path of 

each selector. The key-expansion/encryption/decryption module prefers key expanding 

mode, and also it can do encryption or decryption. Encryption is the preferred mode of 

the encryption/decryption module, and also decryption can be done as needed. The first 

mode of decryption/encryption module is decryption, while the second choice is 

encryption. Therefore, three groups of data can be encrypted or decrypted in the 

meanwhile. 

When the system works, firstly the data memory output the XOR results of key and 

system parameters, and the intrinsic parameters to the key-expansion/encryption selector. 

Meanwhile, the data memory outputs the plain/cipher text waiting for processing and the 

round key to the data distributor. 

Control module Data memory

Key-expansion/

encryption/

decryption module

Encryption/

decryption module

Decryption/

encryption module

Key-expansion/

encryption selector

Data distributor

MKi⊕Fki,i=0-3 X0 X1 X2 X3 rki

Keys and data input Data output

CKi

Results selector

Round-key/result distributor

Result

 

Figure 1. Top Module Design of High-speed SM4 System 

Secondly, the data distributor transports them to one of the key-expansion/encryption 

selector, encryption/decryption module and the decryption/encryption module based on 

the controller‟s instruction. Next, under control the key-expansion/encryption selector 

transfers received key expansion data or encryption/decryption data to key-

expansion/encryption/decryption module. Thirdly, three operation modules work. Then 

the key-expansion/encryption/decryption module output its running results to the round-

key/result distributor. And then, the round-key/result distributor conveys the data to 

round key memory or results selector respectively, according to that‟s round key or 

encryption/decryption result. At the same time, the encryption/decryption module and the 

decryption/encryption module also output their operation results to the results selector. At 

last the results selector selects the data from one of the three operation modules, and puts 

it into result memory. 

 

4.2. Design of Key-expansion/Encryption/Decryption Module 

Key-expansion/encryption/decryption module is shown in Figure 2. As is shown, it 

includes the bidirectional shift register called U0_3 with four groups of 32-bit input, the 
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32-bit D flip-flop named U4 with hold function, a state machine, the F/F‟ transform 

module，and the 32-bit D flip-flop called Y with optional input and tri-state output. 

The XOR results of key and system parameters or the plain texts enter into the module 

U0_3, while intrinsic parameters or round keys go to the module U4. And then U0_3 and 

U4 operate and output their results to the F/F‟ transform module. Simultaneously, 

according to the controller‟s signal, the state machine selects working mode for F/F‟ 

transform module to complete once F or F' transformation. Temporarily, the results of F 

transformation don‟t output and remain isolated by the module Y‟s tri-state gate.  But the 

round keys F' conversion generated will go out through module Y after each key 

expansion, which can launch a new round of encryption much faster. 
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Figure 2. Design of the Key-expansion/Encryption/Decryption Module 

Moreover, the output of F/F‟ transform module is also connected to U0_3's left input. 

Thus using U0_3's left shift and U4's input mode, the next round data can be simply 

loaded. 

Furthermore, U0_3's right output is also link to Y's input. So through U0_3's right shift 

function, the final four rounds data can export when 32 rounds encryption/decryption 

completing. 

 

4.3. Design of Encryption/Decryption Module and Decryption/Encryption Module 

The hardware architecture of encryption/decryption module and decryption/encryption 

module are similar to the key-expansion/encryption/decryption module, with simply 

retaining the F conversion part from F/F‟ transform module. 

 

4.4. Memory Design 

Memory design is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen from the figure, we set new and 

old memory for both key and round key, and add a comparator and a selector for new or 

old round key. When the new key and the old key are the same, the new key expansion is 

no longer to be done, which accelerates the encryption‟s start. If the new key and the old 

key is different, key-expansion/encryption/decryption modules extend the new key, and 

use the new round key memory to storage it. At this time, the encryption/decryption 

module and the decryption/encryption module can still access the data from the old round 
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key memory to encrypt/decrypt. But also they can access new round keys to run after the 

first round key has been generated. Therefore, this system has achieved encrypting and 

decrypting information with different keys at the same time. 
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Figure 3. Memory Design 

4.5. Design of Control Module 

Control module is designed to number each round key that encryption/decryption 

needed and identify every key expanding process. Also, we arrange unified allocation 

mechanism to manage multiple data selectors and distributors, and reasonable choice 

mechanism to set the work modes and states for the multiple operation modules. Finally, 

the co-pipeline with all paths and modules is achieved. Meanwhile, the microprocessor 

interface is built in the controller, to make the data‟s input and output much faster and 

enhance the system‟s universality. 

 

5. Hardware Implementation based on FPGA 

Based on the hardware design mentioned above, VHDL language is used to design this 

SM4 encryption system. In Altera‟s FPGA of Cyclone III EP3C120F780, logic synthesis 

and optimization for the design are realized based on Quartus II. Furthermore, the 

traditional discrete system with independent key expansion module, encryption and 

decryption module is also synthesized on this FPGA. Contrasts of area and speed are 

shown respectively in Table 1 and Table 2 as below. 
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Table 1. Contrast of Area from this Design and Traditional Design 

Hardware Scheme Memory Units/bit Logic Units/bit 

Traditional design 5218 4789 

This design 7064 5125 

Table 2. Contrast of Processing Speed from this Design and Traditional 
Design 

Time Needed in One Encryption Task 

(ns) 

Time Needed in Three Encryption Tasks 

(ns) 

Traditional 

Design 

This Design 
Traditional 

Design 

This Design 

Unchanged 

Key 

Changed 

Key 

Unchanged 

Key 

Twice-

changed  Key 

561 289 299 1129 298 587 

Table 1 indicates that, although we added a key storage, a round key storage, and four 

data selectors, the design‟s area has increased by only less than one third than traditional 

designs. 

As can be seen from Table 2, comparing with the traditional design, the computing 

speed of this design can almost double when dealing with individual encryption task of 

changeless key, and can greatly increase even with the changed key as well. In dealing 

with three encryption tasks of unchanged key, the operating speed of this design is 

improved nearly four times. It shows that the ultra high-speed SM4 encryption system in 

this paper can significantly enhance the running speed in the limited area resources. 

 

6. Conclusions 

Based on the low cost and single cycle scheme, combining with pipeline idea, this 

paper puts forward a SM4 hardware, which immediately starts the encryption after key 

expansion‟s first round. When key is unchanged, re-key expansion brings about extra 

power and inefficiency in traditional systems, which are all overcome in our design 

through the addition of memory and comparison link. Taking full advantages of the 

common with key expansion and encryption algorithm, according to the module reuse 

technology, synchronous encryption and decryption for three groups of tasks are achieved 

finally. The designed hardware is implemented in the FPGA Cyclone III EP3C120F780, 

whose area is increased by only one-third than conventional designs, and the processing 

speed is accelerated around four fold in dealing with multi task encryption of changeless 

key. In a word, it has a vast application prospect. 
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